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INTRODUCTION
The eukaryotic replisome organizes all of the biochemical activities required for rapid and accurate chromosome replication. Replisome assembly is a highly regulated process that begins in G1 phase of the cell cycle. The ATP-dependent motor of the replicative helicase, the MCM complex, is first loaded as an inactive double hexamer at origins (Evrin et al., 2009; Remus et al., 2009) . Origin firing occurs in S phase when MCM helicase is activated. Helicase activation requires nine firing factors to convert the MCM double hexamer into two functional Cdc45-MCM-GINS (CMG) helicases (Yeeles et al., 2015) . Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK) begins the process by phosphorylating Mcm4 and 6, which leads to the binding of Sld3/7 to phosphopeptides in these subunits and subsequent recruitment of Cdc45 (Deegan et al., 2016) . S-CDK phosphorylation of Sld3 and Sld2 then promotes the recruitment of Sld2, Dpb11, DNA polymerase ε (Pol ε), GINS, and Mcm10 to MCM (Tanaka et al., 2007; Yeeles et al., 2015; Zegerman and Diffley, 2007) . This is the minimal set of proteins required to form the CMG and initiate template unwinding.
The firing factors Sld3/7, Sld2, and Dpb11 are required for helicase activation, but they are not thought to form part of the replisome (Gambus et al., 2006; Kanemaki and Labib, 2006; Tanaka and Araki, 2013) . The fate of Mcm10 is less clear as it has been shown to travel with replication forks and interact with MCM and DNA polymerase a (Pol a) (Douglas and Diffley, 2016; Quan et al., 2015; Ricke and Bielinsky, 2004) , but it does not normally co-purify with isolated CMG (Pacek et al., 2006; van Deursen et al., 2012) . Pol ε is essential for helicase activation and remains associated with CMG (Sengupta et al., 2013; Tanaka and Araki, 2013) . Once the CMG is assembled, many additional proteins are recruited to replication forks to form the eukaryotic replisome. These include Ctf4, Pol a, Csm3, Tof1, Mrc1, FACT, and Topo I, which are all components of the replisome progression complex (RPC), a large CMG-containing assembly that can be isolated from S phase budding yeast cells (Gambus et al., 2006) . PCNA and DNA polymerase d (Pol d) also localize to replication forks, although they do not stably associate with the RPC (Yu et al., 2014) .
Replication of both leading and lagging strands requires priming by Pol a. Multiple in vivo studies in both budding (Clausen et al., 2015; Nick McElhinny et al., 2008) and fission (Daigaku et al., 2015) yeasts, have assigned leading-strand synthesis to Pol ε and lagging-strand synthesis to Pol d. However, the catalytic domain of Pol ε is dispensable for viability (Kesti et al., 1999) , and Pol d synthesizes the leading strand during SV40 replication (Prelich and Stillman, 1988) . Consistent with this, an alternative model recently has been proposed suggesting that Pol d synthesizes both strands at the replication fork (Johnson et al., 2015) . Although Pol d may be able to participate in leading-strand synthesis, the contexts in which it does so and the significance of its contributions remain to be elucidated.
Several complimentary approaches have been used to measure the rate of eukaryotic replication fork progression in vivo. Using the GINS complex as a proxy for replication fork location, Sekedat et al. (2010) found that the budding yeast replisome moves at a mean rate of 1.6 kb min À1 . This value is in good agreement with a rate of 1.9 kb min À1 measured using denseisotope transfer for forks emanating from a single replication origin (Hodgson et al., 2007) . DNA-combing experiments have shown the majority of replication forks in various human cell lines travel between 1 and 2 kb min À1 , with an average rate of 1.5 kb min À1 (Conti et al., 2007 ).
While we have learned much about eukaryotic replisome composition and function from studies both in vivo and in cellfree extracts, a eukaryotic replisome that synthesizes DNA at in vivo rates has not yet been reconstituted with purified proteins. Loading isolated CMG helicase onto a forked template together with Pol ε, RFC, PCNA, and RPA formed a minimal leadingstrand replisome that replicated DNA at an average rate of 0.26 kb min À1 , 4-to 8-fold slower than in vivo replication fork rates. We recently have reconstituted regulated DNA replication origin firing with purified proteins from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Yeeles et al., 2015) . However, despite helicase activation and CMG formation occurring via the canonical initiation pathway, the minimal replisome formed in these experiments also synthesized DNA very slowly. These studies indicate that the CMG together with Pol ε is insufficient to support normal DNA replication rates, suggesting that additional replisome components are required. Until in vivo replication fork rates are recapitulated in vitro with a reconstituted eukaryotic replisome, we will not know how such rates are achieved, nor will we understand the specific roles of Pol ε and Pol d during replication fork progression.
RESULTS
Our reconstitution of DNA replication origin firing revealed the minimum set of proteins and protein kinase targets required for MCM helicase loading and activation, CMG formation, and the initiation of DNA synthesis (Yeeles et al., 2015) . Although extensive DNA synthesis was observed, there were multiple reasons to believe the replisome was incomplete and that reaction conditions were suboptimal for replication fork progression.
(1) We did not include several proteins known to be crucial for replication fork progression in vivo. (2) Replication was considerably slower than in vivo replication fork rates. (3) Replication generated large (>2,000-nt) and small ($150-nt) products. If the small products resulted from lagging-strand synthesis as we hypothesized, then replication was incomplete since they accounted for only 30% of the total synthesis.
Replication Reactions Generate Leading-and LaggingStrand Products
To identify the template strands from which the large and small products were derived, we constructed a template to differentially label nascent leading and lagging strands. The template has a 100-bp sequence containing the ARS1 origin (Liachko et al., 2013) and an unbiased distribution of guanine and cytosine throughout. To the 5 0 side of the origin, the top strand (leadingstrand template) has an $7:1 adenine-to-thymine bias that is reversed to the 3 0 side of the origin ( Figure S1A ). Leading strands, therefore, preferentially label with [a- 32 P] dTTP and lagging strands label with [a-32 P] dATP.
Replication in the presence of [a-32 P] dCTP generated two classes of product: one centering around 1.4 kb and the other around 150 bases ( Figure S1B , lane 1). As observed previously, large products in [a-32 P] dCTP accounted for approximately two-thirds of the total DNA synthesis ( Figure S1C ). When nascent products were labeled with [a-32 P] dTTP, there was an increase in incorporated label in the large products and a decrease in small products, while we observed the opposite result with [a-32 P] dATP (Figures S1B and S1C). Therefore, large products are primarily synthesized from the leading-strand template and small products from the lagging-strand template. Consequently, we refer to them as leading-and lagging-strand products, respectively.
Soluble Replication Reactions with Purified Proteins
We considered that template immobilization on magnetic beads might affect replication rates, so we modified our system to enable replication of soluble plasmid templates. The experimental strategy is outlined in Figure 1A . MCM is first loaded onto the 10.6-kb circular template by ORC, Cdc6, and Cdt1. Loaded MCMs are next phosphorylated by the addition of DDK. An equal volume of replication buffer is then added containing ribonucleotides, deoxyribonucleotides, and [a-32 P] dCTP, and replication is initiated by the addition of a master mix of proteins containing firing factors and replication proteins. A replication time course revealed that both leading-and lagging-strand products were generated in such reactions (Figure 1B) . Lagging-strand products were $150 nucleotides in length, comparable to those synthesized on immobilized templates ( Figure S1B ). Leading-strand products increased in length until $60 min, and they displayed a broad distribution that was centered around 4.8 kb at 120 min ( Figure S2 ). This size is close to half the unit length of the plasmid template, consistent with near-complete bidirectional leading-strand replication. However, as with reactions on immobilized templates, lagging-strand replication still accounted for less than 50% of the replicated products, and leading-strand synthesis rates were considerably slower than fork rates measured in vivo, with full-length products only visible from 40 min ( Figures 1B and 1C) . We considered that these effects could be due to the absence of the processivity factor PCNA; however, addition of PCNA and its loader RFC had little effect on leading-strand products (Figures 1D and 1E) . PCNA and RFC increased the lengths of lagging-strand products, but they did not generate equal amounts of leadingand lagging-strand synthesis. Unless stated otherwise, RFC and PCNA were included in all subsequent reactions.
Reconstitution of In Vivo Replication Rates with Purified Proteins
Multiple additional proteins associate with the CMG to form the RPC (Gambus et al., 2006) . We expressed and purified components of the RPC to assess their effects on replication (Figure 2A) . The addition of Mrc1, FACT, Topo I, and a complex of Csm3 and Tof1 appeared to increase the rate of leading-strand synthesis dramatically ( Figure 2B ), with full-length products appearing within 10 min. To assess replication rates, we performed pulse-chase experiments in which the extension of products labeled in the first few minutes is followed independently of initiation kinetics ( Figures 2C and 2D) . The rates of leading-strand synthesis were determined by plotting both the maximum and peak product lengths at each time point and fitting to linear regressions. Using this method, we calculated the maximum elongation rate to be 1.92 kb min À1 and the bulk rate to be 1.44 kb min À1 , similar to replication fork rates that have been measured in vivo (Conti et al., 2007; Hodgson et al., 2007; Sekedat et al., 2010) .
Csm3/Tof1 and Mrc1 Are Required for Maximum Replication Rates
We left out individual RPC components, and we examined nascent DNA products at an early time point (15 min) to identify the protein(s) responsible for the increased replication rates (Figure 3A) . Omission of FACT ( Figures 2C and 3A , lane 5), Ctf4 (Figure S3 ), or Topo I ( Figure 3A , lane 6) had no appreciable effect (all reactions also contained Topo II). Omitting Mrc1 significantly reduced DNA synthesis, generating a replication profile virtually identical to that of the minimal replisome ( Figure 3A , lanes 1 and 3). Intermediate length products were generated when Csm3/Tof1 was left out ( Figure 3A , lane 4). These observations indicate that the key RPC components for maximum replication rate are Mrc1 and Csm3/Tof1. Moreover, they demonstrate that Mrc1 can increase the replication rate of the minimal replisome without Csm3/Tof1 but that both Mrc1 and Csm3/Tof1 are required for maximum replication rates. That Mrc1 can affect replication rate without Csm3/Tof1 but not vice versa might suggest Csm3/Tof1 acts by promoting Mrc1 function in some way. If true, the reduced replication rates observed in the absence of Csm3/Tof1 might be overcome by increasing Mrc1 concentration. Indeed, as shown in Figure 3B , maximum leading-strand length at 15 min in the presence of Csm3/Tof1 was seen even at the lowest Mrc1 concentration tested (5 nM), whereas leading-strand product length in the absence of Csm3/Tof1 increased between 5 and 15 nM Mrc1 ( Figure 3B , lanes 2-4). Even at the highest concentration of Mrc1 tested (20 nM), leading strands in the absence of Csm3/Tof1 were shorter than they were in the presence of Csm3/Tof1. To test further the hypothesis that Csm3/Tof1 functionally stabilizes Mrc1, we investigated the response of the replisome to increasing salt concentrations. In reactions containing Csm3/Tof1, leading-strand synthesis was largely insensitive to increasing salt, while there was a small increase in the size of lagging-strand products ( Figure 3C , lanes 5-8).
By contrast, increased salt severely inhibited replication when Csm3/Tof1 was omitted. At the highest salt concentration tested, replication products resembled those generated in reactions lacking Mrc1 (compare Figure 3B , lane 1 and Figure 3C , lane 4). Taken together, these results indicate that Mrc1 is chiefly responsible for the increased rate of synthesis and that Csm3/ Tof1 acts by promoting stable functioning of Mrc1 in the replisome. They do not exclude an additional, Mrc1-independent role for Csm3/Tof1 in promoting rapid replication rates. Reaction buffers in all subsequent experiments contained 250 mM potassium glutamate, which enforced a strict dependence on Csm3/Tof1 for maximum synthesis rates ( Figure 3C , lanes 4 and 8).
PCNA Functions with Pol ε during Rapid Leading-Strand Synthesis
Our experiments with the minimal replisome ( Figure 1E ) and those using purified CMG with Pol ε showed that PCNA has little effect on leading-strand synthesis by Pol ε when replication was slow. However, in contrast to these more minimal systems, omission of PCNA appeared to reduce the rate of leading-strand synthesis in a time course when Mrc1 and Csm3/Tof1 were present ( Figure 4A , lanes 2 and 7; Figure S4A ). Similar results were seen when the clamp loader RFC was omitted ( Figure S4B ), and this apparent reduction in rate occurred over a range of salt concentrations ( Figure S4B ). To quantify replication rates, we again used the pulse-chase protocol. In contrast to the pulse-chase with PCNA ( Figure 2C ), two distinct populations of products were generated in the absence of PCNA ( Figure 4B ). One population was efficiently extended throughout the time course, which we used to derive a maximum synthesis rate of 1.25 kb min À1 ( Figure 4C ), 35%
slower than the 1.92 kb min measured in the presence of PCNA ( Figure 2D ) and consistent with the results from the time course ( Figure 4A ). The second population was extended to $1-2 kb at 5.5 min, after which point little further extension occurred. This population of products was not observed under our standard reaction conditions in the absence of PCNA (Figure 4A ; Figures S4A and S4B ), suggesting that it may have arisen due to the altered deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) concentrations used in pulse-chase experiments. To test this idea further, we examined the effect of dNTP concentration on synthesis in the absence and presence of PCNA.
In the presence of PCNA, replication was largely insensitive to dNTP concentration and rapid synthesis was observed at dNTP concentrations as low as 5 mM ( Figure 4D , lanes 6-10). When PCNA was omitted, however, replication became extremely sensitive to dNTP concentration: synthesis was reduced at all concentrations below 40 mM, and, at 5 mM dNTP, we did not observe products longer than 600 nucleotides. Taken together the data reveal that PCNA is required for maximal replication rates even at standard dNTP concentrations and plays an important role in leading-strand synthesis at low nucleotide concentrations.
Pol d Is Dispensable for Maximum Synthesis Rates but Required for Complete Lagging-Strand Replication
Although Csm3/Tof1 and Mrc1 promoted rapid leading-strand synthesis, lagging-strand products were still underrepresented. We therefore examined the effect of adding Pol d to our reactions, because multiple studies have indicated it to be the major lagging-strand polymerase in vivo. The addition of Pol d increased the intensity of lagging-strand products (Figures 5A and 5B) , and quantification of products showed that Pol d promoted equal synthesis on both template strands ( Figure 5C ). Under these conditions, we found that the length of lagging-strand products was dependent upon the concentration of Pol a ( Figure 5D ) and that Pol d was required for maximum lagging-strand synthesis over a range of Pol a concentrations ( Figures S5A-S5C ). Moreover, both RFC and PCNA were required for Pol d to promote equal synthesis on both strands ( Figures S5D and S5E ). In addition to the clear effects on lagging-strand products, we also observed subtle changes to leading-strand synthesis. First, there was a small (<15%) but reproducible reduction in the rate of leading-strand synthesis ( Figures 5E and 5F ). Second, there was a change in the distribution of leading-strand products with a more prominent and symmetrical peak at $5 kb, roughly halfplasmid length ( Figure 5G ). Third, we routinely saw increased overall nucleotide incorporation in pulse-chase experiments containing Pol d ( Figure 5E ). These observations indicate that Pol d plays some role in leading-strand synthesis. We address this in the next sections.
Pol d Can Function as the Leading-Strand Polymerase but Does so at a Reduced Rate Pol ε is essential for CMG activation (Yeeles et al., 2015) , and, hence, it cannot simply be omitted to enable measurement of Pol d-catalyzed leading-strand synthesis. However, the DNA polymerase catalytic domain of the Pol2 subunit of Pol ε is dispensable for cell viability (Kesti et al., 1999) , suggesting that the remainder of the protein can support initiation. We purified Pol ε lacking the catalytic domain of the Pol2 subunit, Pol ε-Dcat. This protein could, indeed, support initiation and both leading-and lagging-strand synthesis ( Figures S6A and S6B) . In soluble replication reactions, synthesis of both strands was now almost entirely dependent on Pol d ( Figure 6A, lanes 3 and  4) . The small amount of short products in the absence of Pol d ( Figure 6A, lane 3) shows that Pol a cannot by itself support efficient leading-strand synthesis under these conditions. After 15 min, leading-strand products synthesized by Pol d with the Pol ε-Dcat replisome were considerably shorter than those synthesized in reactions containing Pol ε, suggesting that replication was slower in the absence of the Pol ε catalytic domain (Figure 6A, lanes 2 and 4) . Omission of Mrc1 from reactions with Pol ε-Dcat resulted in a further reduction in product length, illustrating that Mrc1 accelerates leading-strand replication irrespective of whether it is catalyzed by Pol ε or Pol d ( Figure 6B ). This experiment also shows that leading-strand synthesis by the complete replisome with Pol d (Figure 6B , lane 4) is still faster than synthesis by the minimal replisome lacking Mrc1, even with Pol ε catalyzing leading-strand synthesis ( Figure 6B, lane 1) .
The maximum leading-strand synthesis rate generated by Pol d with the Pol ε-Dcat replisome was over 3-fold slower than Pol ε alone ( Figures 2C, 2D , and 6C; Figure S6C ), indicating that Pol d can catalyze leading-strand synthesis in the absence of the Pol ε catalytic domain but that this synthesis is slower than synthesis catalyzed by Pol ε. This result, together with the fact that the presence of Pol d only modestly reduces maximum synthesis rates with full-length Pol ε ( Figures 5F and 5G ), strongly suggests that Pol ε catalyzes the bulk of leading-strand synthesis, even when Pol d is present. Leading-strand replication by Pol d with the Pol ε-Dcat replisome could be slow because the intrinsic rate of polymerization by Pol d was limiting in our system, or because the catalytic domain of Pol ε is required for maximum CMG-unwinding rates. We therefore measured the rate of polymerization by Pol d under our replication reaction conditions using a singly primed M13 single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) template ( Figures 6D and 6E ). Replication products were elongated at over 4 kb min À1 , twice the maximum fork rate and over six times faster than the rate observed with the Pol ε-Dcat replisome. Given how fast Pol d can synthesize DNA on primed ssDNA templates, it is highly likely that the reduced rate of the Pol ε-Dcat replisome therefore arises because of a reduced rate of unwinding by CMG. Given the slower rate of leading-strand synthesis with Pol d and the Pol ε-Dcat replisome, we reasoned that the slightly slower rate of leading-strand synthesis with Pol d and Pol ε compared to Pol ε alone (compare Figures 2C and 2D with Figures 5E and 5F) might reflect competition between Pol d and Pol ε for leading-strand synthesis. We therefore tested whether further increasing concentrations of Pol d might reduce the net rate of synthesis in a reaction containing entirely wild-type DNA polymerases. Figure 6F relatively high Pol d concentrations are required to slow replication. We conclude that maximal unwinding rate by the replicative helicase and therefore maximal rate of leading-strand replication require catalysis of leading-strand synthesis by Pol ε.
Pol d Promotes the Establishment of Leading-Strand Synthesis
The increased incorporation in pulse-chase experiments and the more symmetrical distribution of leading-strand products led us to consider that Pol d may be acting early in reactions to elongate primers synthesized by Pol a. To examine this, we performed a pulse-chase in which Pol d was either present in the pulse, present in the chase, or entirely absent. When Pol d was included in the pulse, there was an increase in the amount of synthesis, but not the length, of products after 2.5 min when compared to reactions lacking Pol d ( Figure 7A, lanes 1-3) . During the chase, this Pol d-dependent increase in synthesis was translated into a greater abundance of long leading-strand products; however, the rate of leading-strand elongation was not affected whether Pol d was present or absent ( Figure S7D ), indicating that Pol d acts by stimulating the establishment of leading strands early in the reaction. Figure 6F and Figures S7A and S7B showed that high concentrations of Pol d can reduce the net rate of leading-strand synthesis, presumably by competing with Pol ε for the 3 0 end of the leading strand. However, the apparent reduction in leadingstrand rate was modest despite a 20-fold excess of Pol d over Pol ε. Leading-strand synthesis by Pol ε is, therefore, highly resistant to challenge by Pol d. We asked if having a 20-fold excess of Pol d from the beginning of reactions would prevent Pol ε accessing the 3 0 end of the leading strand after it had been initiated by Pol d, but there was no further inhibition of leading-strand elongation compared to when Pol d was added with the chase (Figure S7C ). We conclude that Pol d acts early to promote the establishment of leading-strand synthesis before handing over the leading strand to Pol ε.
DISCUSSION
We have reconstituted a eukaryotic replisome with the capacity to replicate the leading and lagging strands at rates comparable to those observed in vivo. In addition to the 14 purified proteins required for MCM helicase loading and activation (Yeeles et al., 2015) , this replisome requires five additional proteins comprising an additional 12 gene products: the RPC components Csm3/ Tof1 and Mrc1, the processivity factor PCNA together with its loader RFC, and Pol d. Based on the work described here, we propose a model for leading-strand replication in eukaryotes with three novel features ( Figure 7B ) as follows: (1) the RPC component Mrc1 acts to stimulate replisome rates directly, aided by Csm3/Tof1; (2) PCNA plays a crucial role in leadingstrand synthesis with Pol ε; and (3) Pol d can play an important role in the establishment of leading-strand replication before handing synthesis over to Pol ε.
Csm3/Tof1 and Mrc1 Are Essential for Normal Replication Rates
Mrc1 and its vertebrate homolog Claspin influence replication fork rate in cells (Hodgson et al., 2007; Petermann et al., 2008; Szyjka et al., 2005; Tourriè re et al., 2005) ; however, the mechanisms by which they do so are unknown. Our data show that Mrc1 directly stimulates the rate of replisome progression on naked DNA. We propose that Mrc1 is principally responsible for increasing the rate of the minimal replisome, with Csm3/ Tof1 acting primarily to promote the proper functional association of Mrc1 with the replisome. This conclusion, based on data in Figures 3B and 3C , is consistent with chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments showing that Csm3 and Tof1 are required for physical association of Mrc1 with sites of DNA synthesis ). In vivo, TOF1 deletion was reported to reduce fork rates to the extent seen in mrc1D cells when measured by DNA fiber analysis (Tourriè re et al. , 2005) but to a far lesser extent when dense isotope transfer was used to measure fork rate (Hodgson et al., 2007) . The reason for these discrepancies is unclear, but it may reflect the fact that replication rates in the absence of Tof1 are sensitive to Mrc1 concentration ( Figure 3B ), which may be affected in vivo by strain background or environmental factors. Csm3 and Tof1 are also important for programmed replication fork pausing (Dalgaard and Klar, 2000; Krings and Bastia, 2004) . The mechanism by which they promote pausing is, however, likely to be distinct from their role in facilitating normal replication fork progression, because fork pausing is not dependent on Mrc1 (Calzada et al., 2005; Hodgson et al., 2007; Mohanty et al., 2006; Tourriè re et al., 2005) . It is likely that Mrc1 accelerates the replisome by directly accelerating the rate of unwinding by CMG. This would be consistent with the fact that Mrc1 increases synthesis rates regardless of whether Pol ε or Pol d catalyzes leading-strand synthesis. In addition to Mrc1, the maximum leading-strand synthesis rate only occurs when Pol ε synthesizes the leading strand with PCNA. Leading-strand synthesis by Pol ε is faster than Pol d even in the absence of Mrc1 ( Figure 6B, lanes 1 and 3) , suggesting that Mrc1 and Pol ε may act separately and additively to accelerate unwinding. However, Mrc1 interacts with both MCM and Pol ε Lou et al., 2008) , so it is possible that Mrc1 and Pol ε also may act together to modulate unwinding. It remains to be seen whether any of the firing factors present in our reactions like Mcm10 contribute to maximum synthesis rates. Although these factors are not required for CMG helicase activity (Moyer et al., 2006) or replication by Pol ε with the CMG , they could be required with Csm3/Tof1 and Mrc1 for maximum replication rates.
Pol d Is Required for Lagging-Strand Synthesis
We found that balanced leading-and lagging-strand synthesis was observed only in reactions containing Pol d. This suggests that Pol ε cannot function efficiently on the lagging strand, in agreement with previous in vivo and in vitro results (Georgescu et al., 2015; Nick McElhinny et al., 2008) . Processive synthesis by Pol d requires PCNA (Chilkova et al., 2007) , and we found efficient lagging-strand synthesis also required both PCNA and RFC. In the presence of Pol d and PCNA, lagging-strand product length was dependent upon the concentration of Pol a, indicating that Pol a functions distributively, even in the presence of Ctf4 and Mcm10, two factors proposed to link Pol a to CMG (Gambus et al., 2009; Ricke and Bielinsky, 2004; Tanaka et al., 2009 ). Even at the highest concentration of Pol a tested, lagging-strand products were longer than the $165 nucleotides that have been measured in vivo (Smith and Whitehouse, 2012) . These experiments were conducted on naked DNA templates, and in the accompanying manuscript, we show that chromatin profoundly affects lagging-strand product sizes (Kurat et al., 2016) .
PCNA Is Crucial for Leading-Strand Synthesis
In addition to the anticipated role of PCNA in lagging-strand replication with Pol d, we discovered that PCNA plays a major role in leading-strand synthesis catalyzed by Pol ε. Specifically, PCNA promotes maximum replication rates, and it also is critical for rapid synthesis at low nucleotide concentrations, conditions that mimic those generated following treatment of cells with hydroxyurea. That PCNA is essential for maximum leading-strand rates might seem surprising because CMG functions as a processivity factor for Pol ε by tethering it to the replication fork , potentially obviating any need for PCNA. Moreover, PCNA had little effect on replication with slower replisomes in vitro ( Figure 1E ; Georgescu et al., 2014) . We propose that Pol ε utilizes both CMG and PCNA as processivity factors to facilitate normal replication rates: CMG tethers Pol ε to the unwinding fork while PCNA promotes continued association of Pol ε to the 3 0 end of the leading strand. The repeated cycling of the Pol ε catalytic domain on and off the 3 0 end of the leading strand in the absence of PCNA may slow the net rate of synthesis by slowing CMG, consistent with our proposal that the rate of unwinding by CMG is maximal only when the catalytic domain of Pol ε is engaged in synthesis. Without PCNA, leading-strand synthesis is $1.2 kb min À1 , still much faster than leading-strand synthesis without Mrc1 and Csm3/Tof1, which explains why PCNA doesn't affect the rate of synthesis with the minimal replisome ( Figure 1E ). We suggest that PCNA on the leading strand helps prevent uncoupling of unwinding from leading-strand DNA synthesis by forming a PCNA-Pol ε-CMG bridge between the 3 0 end of the leading strand and the unwinding replication fork. Katou et al. (2003) showed that, in the absence of Mrc1, CMG and Pol ε continue to progress even when DNA synthesis is inhibited with hydroxyurea, suggesting an uncoupling of unwinding from DNA synthesis. It may be that Mrc1 and PCNA play separate, distinct roles in preventing uncoupling. Alternatively, PCNA may not be loaded efficiently on the leading strand without Mrc1; perhaps Pol ε binds directly to Pol a-synthesized primers in slow-moving forks lacking Mrc1 and inhibits PCNA loading. This would be consistent with the fact that PCNA does not affect DNA synthesis in the absence of Mrc1 ( Figure 1E ) and consistent with the hypersensitivity of DNA synthesis to low dNTP concentration in the absence of PCNA ( Figure 4D ). In this regard, some Pol ε PIP box mutants, which are likely to be defective in PCNA binding, are sensitive to the alkylating agent methyl methanesulfonate (Dua et al., 2002) , providing a potential link between the Pol ε-PCNA interaction and the replisome's ability to overcome DNA damage.
A Polymerase Switch Mechanism for the Establishment of Leading-Strand Replication
Our experiments suggest Pol d can play an important role in establishing leading-strand synthesis. In the absence of Pol d, initiation of leading-strand synthesis is compromised ( Figure 7A) . Moreover, the distribution of leading-strand lengths in the absence of Pol d is broader (Figure 5 ), suggesting more unidirectional forks or asymmetric initiation of the two forks. We propose the model in Figure 7B to explain the role of Pol d in leadingstrand synthesis. After helicase activation, Pol a synthesizes the primer for the leading strand. While this is happening, CMG-Pol ε begins unwinding DNA at a relatively slow rate. In the absence of Pol d, Pol ε can take over leading-strand synthesis directly, leading to fast unwinding and fast Pol ε-dependent synthesis, but this is less than completely efficient, perhaps because CMG-Pol ε is moving away from the origin while the primer is being made. In this situation, Pol d with PCNA will take over the 3 0 end generated by Pol a. Initially, because CMG-Pol ε has unwound away from the primer end, synthesis by Pol d will be fast, as in Figure 6D ; but, when Pol d reaches the slow-moving CMG, it will slow down, as in Figure 6A , because it cannot accelerate the rate of CMG unwinding like Pol ε. At this point, we propose a polymerase switch occurs in which the 3 0 end, perhaps together with the loaded PCNA, is transferred from Pol d to Pol ε. Leading-strand synthesis by Pol ε then stimulates unwinding by CMG, promoting the maximal rates of leading-strand synthesis. This model has support from polymerase usage sequencing data (Daigaku et al., 2015) , which found a bias toward Pol d usage proximal to efficient replication origins that declined further into replicons.
While our work has revealed a specific role for Pol d in the establishment of leading-strand replication, we hypothesize this may reflect a wider role for Pol d in any situation where the 3 0 end of the leading strand becomes uncoupled from the advancing replication fork. Our data suggest uncoupling is prevented during unperturbed replication by connection of the 3 0 end of the leading strand to the CMG helicase by PCNA-Pol ε interactions. Nonetheless, uncoupling may occur under conditions of replication stress, for example, when leading-strand synthesis is blocked by DNA damage in the template. We propose that, once the damage is repaired, Pol d will have a critical role in re-establishing coupled leading-strand synthesis by temporarily taking over rapid leading-strand synthesis until the 3 0 end of the leading strand is reconnected with the advancing CMG. We speculate that high levels of nucleotide misincorporation without rapid repair may, like DNA damage, promote uncoupling and increase the contribution of Pol d in leading-strand replication, which may partly explain the observation that Pol d appears to play a significant role in leadingstrand synthesis when certain mismatch repair mutants are combined with DNA polymerase proofreading mutants (Johnson et al., 2015) .
The eukaryotic replisome must coordinate replication with many nuclear processes, including sister chromatid cohesion, telomere replication, epigenetic inheritance of gene expression patterns, and post-replication repair. In addition, the replisome must deal with obstacles, including DNA damage, nucleosomes, and transcription complexes from all three nuclear RNA polymerases. The availability of the reconstituted replisome opens new avenues for understanding these interactions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Details of protein purification, template construction, and data analysis are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Soluble Replication Reactions
All steps were conducted at 30 C. MCM loading (5-10 mL per lane or 50-100 mL for time course experiments) was conducted in a buffer containing 25 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.6), 100 mM potassium glutamate, 10 mM magnesium acetate, 100 mg/mL BSA, 1 mM DTT, 0.01% NP-40-S, 5 mM ATP, 45 nM Cdc6, 22.5 nM ORC, 100 nM Cdt1-Mcm2-7, and 4 nM circular DNA template. Reactions were incubated for 20 min, at which point DDK was added to 25 nM and incubation was continued for a further 20 min. The reaction volume was then increased 2-fold by the addition of pre-equilibrated buffer to give a final replication reaction buffer of 25 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.6); 100-250 mM potassium glutamate (see figure legends for details); 10 mM magnesium acetate; 100 mg/mL BSA; 1 mM DTT; 0.01% NP40-S; 3 mM ATP; 22.5 nM Cdc6; 11.3 nM ORC; 50 nM Cdt1-Mcm2-7; 12.5 nM DDK; 2 nM circular DNA template; 200 mM CTP, GTP, and UTP; 80 mM dCTP, dGTP, dATP, and dTTP; and 33 nM a 32 P-dCTP. Replication was initiated by adding a master mix of proteins to give final concentrations (unless stated otherwise in the figure legends) of 25 nM Sld3/7, 50 nM Sld2, 30 nM Dpb11, 210 nM GINS, 40 nM Cdc45, 20 nM Pol ε, 5 nM Mcm10, 20 nM Ctf4, 100 nM RPA, 20 nM S-CDK, 20 nM Pol a, 20 nM Csm3/Tof1, 10-20 nM Mrc1, 20 nM RFC, 10-20 nM PCNA, 10 nM Topo I, 20 nM Topo II, and 10 nM Pol d. The volume of proteins added to initiate replication typically constituted 15% of the final reaction volume and contributed $18.5 mM KCl/NaCl, $18 mM KOAc, and 2.5% glycerol. Following incubation (see figure legends for reaction times), reactions were quenched by the addition of an equal volume of 50 mM EDTA. Unincorporated nucleotide was removed with illusta MicroSpin G-50 columns (GE Healthcare), and samples were separated through 0.6% alkaline agarose gels as described (Yeeles et al., 2015) .
Pulse-Chase Experiments
Pulse-chase experiments were performed using the same conditions as for soluble reactions, except that 40 nM Pol a was used in all experiments and the concentration of dCTP in the pulse was reduced to 4 mM for the experiments in Figures 2C, 4B , 5E and Figure S6C and 2 mM for Figures 6F, 7A and Figures S7A and S7C . The concentrations of dCTP, dGTP, dATP, and dTTP were then increased to 600 mM during the chase.
Primer Extension Reactions
Primer extension reactions were conducted in the standard replication buffer excluding the proteins required for origin firing, Ctf4, Topo I, and Topo II. Reactions contained 1 nM primed M13mp18 ssDNA that was incubated for 5 min at 30 C with 20 nM PCNA, 20 nM RFC, and 400 nM RPA. Replication was then initiated by the addition of Pol d to 10 nM. Aliquots were withdrawn and were processed as described for soluble replication reactions. 
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